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In the Collatz problem, certain runs of consecutive integers have the same height. This 
phenomenon is investigated using an algorithm for reconstructing the trajectory of a number 
from the parity vector of the number. It is found that pain of consecutive integers of the same 
height occur infinitely often and in infinitely many different patterns. 
1. Introduction 
. 
The Collatz function is the number-theoretic function T defined on the set N of 
positive integers by 
T(n) = 
42 if n is even, 
(3n + 1)/2 if n is odd. 
The trajectory of n EN is the sequence 
in, T(n), T*(n), T3(nh. . .I. 
It has long been conjectured that for any n EN, the trajectory of n contains the 
integer 1; this has been verified for n s 240 [2]. This problem was originally posed 
about fifty years ago by Lothar Collatz, and has since enjoyed flurries of 
popularity. Lagarias [2] gives an excellent history of the problem. 
The height of n EN is the least k such that Tk(n) = 1; thus the height of n is the 
number of terms in the trajectory of n preceding the first occurence of 1. 
The Collatz graph is the digraph on N with edges n + T(n). A part of the 
Collatz graph is shown in Fig. 1. The figure is arranged so that integers of the 
same height are found on the same horizontal line. 
If the heights of various integers are tabulated, it is noticed that a large number 
of pairs of consecutive integers have the same height. For example, in the range 
from 76 to 95, no fewer than six pairs of consecutive integers have the same 
height. Many longer runs of consecutive integers have the same height, also. For 
example, 108, 109, and 110 all have height 72, the numbers 98 through 102 all 
have height 18, and the numbers 2987 through 3000 all have height 34. A run of 
52 consecutive integers of the same height has been reported [ 11. 
In seeking an explanation for runs’ of consecutive integers of the same height, 
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Fig. 1. The Collatz graph. 
we have concluded that runs are created by overlapping pairs, and that pairs of 
consecutive integers of the same height occur infinitely often, and in infinitely 
many patterns. This paper reports on the nature of these findings. 
We are led to conjecture that a majority of all positive integers have the same 
height as an adjacent integer, and that arbitrarily long runs of consecutive integers 
of the same height exist. 
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2. Parity vectors 
Our main tool for investigating pairs of consecu&ve integers of the same height 
is the pairty vector of an integer. For any n EN, the parity vector u(n) of n of 
length k is found by reducing the f&t k terms of the trajectory of n (mod 2). That 
is, 
u(n) = (uo, 3,. . . 9 Uk-A 
with Ui =O if T’(n) is even and Ui = 1 if T’(n) is odd. 
Terras [3] has shown that there is a bijection between the set of integers 
(mod 2k) and the set of all possible parity vectors of length k. Going from n to 
u(n) is easy, but to get from u(n) back to n requires another algorithm. 
Algorithm. Given u(n) of length k, find n as follows: 
Step 1. Set bO=dO=O and cO=l. 
Step 2. For i = 0 to k - 1, let 
I 
0 
6i = 
if Ui + 4 is even, 
1 if ui + 4 is odd, bi+l = bi + 2’6i, 
ci+l 
= 3”l * ci, di+l =~[(di + Sici) ’ 3’ + Ui]. 
Srep3. Then n=2km+bk and Tk(n)=Ckm+d,, m=0,1,2,.... 
For example, given the parity vector 
0=(011010) 
of length 6, the algorithm gives n = 64m - 22 and p(n) = 27m + 10. Thus any 
positive integer congruent to 22 (mod 64) has parity vector beginning with u, and 
the seventh term of its trajectory is congruent to 10 (mod 27). 
3. Pairs of the same height 
Whenever we have an integer n such that Tk(n) = Tk(n + l), the trajectories of 
n and n + 1 coincide from the k + 1st term on. If the number 1 has not occurred in 
either trajectory in the first k terms, it means that n and n + 1 will have the same 
height. 
By analyzing some pairs of consecutive numbers of the same height, we begin 
to see some patterns in their parity vectors. For example, as can be seen in the 
Collatz graph, the pairs 12 and 13, 20 and 21, 28 and 29, etc., have trajectories 
that coincide from the fourth term on. The parity vectors of length 3 of each of 
these pairs are 
(00 1) and (loo), 
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Table 1 
Parity vectors n n+l 
(0 0 1). (10 0) 8m+4 8m+5 
(0 10 l), (1 10 0) 16m+2 16m+3 
(0 1 10 l), (1 1 10 0) 32m + 22 32m + 23 
(0 1 1 10 l), (1 1 1 10 0) 64m + 14 64m + 15 
(0 1 1 1 10 1). (1 1 1 1 10 0) 128m + 94 128m + 95 
(01111101),(11111100) 256m + 62 256m + 63 
. . . . . . . . . 
from which the algorithm gives 
n=8m+4, n+l=8m+5 and T3(n)=T3(n+1)=3m+2. 
Similarly, the pairs 18 and 19, 34 and 35, etc., have trajectories coming together 
at the fifth term. Their parity vectors of length 4 are 
(0 10 1) and (1 10 0), 
and the algorithm gives 
n=16m+2, n+l=16m+3, and T4(n)=P(n+1)=9m+2. 
Further searching quickly yields the data in Table 1. 
At this point, we see a pattern that can be generalized into the following 
theorem. The proof of the theorem is just a straightforward construction of the 
trajectories of the numbers. 
Theorem 1. The consecutive integers 
n =2(i+3)m+2(i+2)+(-l)i2(i+l)_2 
and n + 1= 2(i+3jm +2(i+2)+ (-1)i2(i+l)- 1 
(m = 0, 1,2, . . .) have pa&y vectors 
(0 1 1 . . . 101) and {lll...lOO) L _ / 
(i l’s) (i l’s) 
Table 2 
Parity vectors n n+l 
(10, cl 0 l), (0 1.10 0) 32m+5 32m +6 
(10,O 10 l), (0 1,1 10 0) 64m + 45 64m + 46 
(10.0 1 10 l), (0 1,l 1 10 0) 128m + 29 128m + 30 
(10,011101), (01,111100) 256m + 189 256m + 190 
(10,O 1 1 1 10 l), (0 1.1 1 1 1 10 0) 512m + 125 512m + 126 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Table 3 
Parity vectors n n+l 
(1 0, 10,o 0 1). (01,01,100) 128m +49 128m + 50 
(1 0, 10.0 10 l), (0 1.0 1.1 10 0) 256m+ 145 256m + 146 
(1 0, 1 0,o 1 10 l), (0 1,o 1,l 1 10 0) 512m +209 512m +210 
(1 0, 1 0,o 1 1 10 l), (0 l,o 1,l 1 1 10 0) 1024m + 593 1024m + 594 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
of length i+3, and have trajectories coinciding at 
T(i+3)(n) = 3(i+Um +$[2. p+l)+ (-1)i3(i+l)- 11. 
A glance at the Collatz graph tells us that we have not yet accounted for all of 
the pairs of consecutive integers of the same height. Some more searching like that 
above gives us the data in Tables 2 and 3 (commas have been inserted in the 
parity vectors to aid reading). - 
Two more theorems like the previous one could be stated for the patterns 
observed in Tables 2 and 3, but the data in Tables l-3 suggest an even more 
general theorem. 
Theorem 2. Numbers with parity vectors of the forms 
(10,lO ,..., 10,O\ll.V.*l,Ol) (Ol,Ol,..., Ol,l!l;**\OO) and 
” Y 
0’ 1 O’s) (i l’s) 0’ 0 l’s) (i l’s) 
form pairs of consecutive integers of the same height. 
It does not take much more searching to disclose that we have not yet 
accounted for all the observed pairs of consecutive integers of the same height. For 
example, the numbers 99 and 100 have parity vectors 
(1 10 0 0,O 0 1) and (0 0 10 1,lO 0), 
for which the algorithm yields 
n=256m+99 and n+1=256m+lOO. 
This suggests that the new blocks, 1 10 0 0 and 0 0 10 1, can be used as 
“prefixes” like the blocks 1 0 and 0 1 were. For example, the parity vectors 
(11000,11000,001) and (00101,00101,100) 
correspond to the numbers 
n=213m+6723 and n+l’=213m+6724. 
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Some further searching turns up some combinations of the blocks 10 and 
1 1 0 0 0 used as prefixes. For example, the vectors (1 10 0 0, 10,O 0 1) and 
(0 0 10 1,0 1,10 0) correspond to the numbers 131 and 132, and the vectors 
(1 0, 1 0,l 10 0 0,O 1 10 1) and (0 1,0 1,O 0 10 1,l 1 10 0) correspond to 4385 
and 4386. These examples suggest that perhaps any combination of those blocks 
can be used as a prefix; that turns out to be the case. 
4. A free goupoid 
We are thus led to make the following definitions. Let the parity sequences in 
Table 1 be called stems. Specifically, let 
si=O1 1 . ..lOl and s!=l 11 . ..lOO. L _ J \ / 
(i l’s) (i l’s) 
We define a block to be any of the parity sequences in Table 4; blocks in the same 
row are called corresponding. (The blocks in Table 4 were found by computer 
search; we conjecture that the list of all blocks is infinite.) We define a prefix p to 
be the concatenation of any finite set (repetitions allowed) of blocks b from the 
first column of Table 4, and the corresponding prefix p’ to be the concatenation of 
Table 4 
Blocks 
b b’ 
empty 
10 
11000 
1101000 
11001000 
11011000 
11100000 
111001000 
110101000 
1101001000 
1101011000 
11010101000 
11011100000 
11100001000 
111001100000 
110011001000 
110101001000 
. . . 
empty 
01 
00101 
0011001 
00100101 
00111100 
00011001 
000111100 
001101001 
0011000101 
0011011100 
00110101001 
00111001001 
00011000101 
000111001001 
001000111100 
001101000101 
. . . 
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the corresponding blocks b’, in the same order. Thus a prefix p is a word in the 
free groupoid generated by the blocks in the first ,column of the table. 
Theorem 3. If (u) and (II’) are the parity vectors of a pair of consecutive integers of 
the same height, u corresponding to the smaller of the two, and p and p’ are any 
prefix and its corresponding prefix, then (pv) and (p’v’) are parity vectors of a pair 
of consecutive integers of the same height, pv corresponding to the smaller of the two 
integers. 
Further searching reveals that we still have not accounted for all the pairs of 
consecutive integers of the same height. There are yet other parity sequences that 
can be used like prefixes, but in a different way. 
We define a string to be one of the parity sequences in Table 5. Strings in the 
same row are called corresponding. (These strings were also found by computer 
search; again we conjecture that the entire list of strings is infinite.) 
Theorem 4. If (v) and (II’) are parity vectors of a pair of consecutive integers of the 
same height, II corresponding to the smaller of the two and beginning with 1, and q 
and q’ are a string and its corresponding string, then (qv’) and (q’v) are parity 
vectors of a pair of consecutive integers of the same height, qu’ corresponding to the 
smaller of the two integers. 
Table 5 
Strings 
000011 101000 
0001101 1011000 
0100011 1101000 
01001101 11011000 
01100011 11101000 
000010101 101001000 
011001101 111011000 
011100011 111101000 
0001011001 1011100000 
0100010101 1101001000 
0100111001 1101101000 
00010111100 10111001000 
01001011001 11011100000 
01100010101 11101001000 
01100111001 11101101000 
000010111100 101001011000 
011001011001 111011100000 
011001111100 111011011000 
. . . . . . 
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Theorems 3 and 4 can now be applied recursively, as illustrated in the following 
example: 
(1 1 0 0 0, 10,o 0 1): 131 
(00101,01,100): 132 
(0 1 10 0 0 1 l,o 0 1 0 1,o 1,lO 0): 55 430 
(1 1 10 10 0 0,l 10 0 0,l 0,o 0 1): 55 431 
(1101000,01100011,00101,01,100): 21389643 
(0011001,11101000,11000,10,001):21389644 
5. Conclusion 
We have described how Snitely many pairs of consecutive integers of the 
same height arise, in infinitely many patterns. About 70% of the integers less than 
1024 have the same height as an adjacent integer; we believe that a majority of 
the positive integers have that property. 
It also appears that every pair of consecutive integers of the same height 
appears as described in Theorems 3 and 4; at least, none have been found that do 
not fit the patterns described. We conjecture that any pair of consecutive integers 
of the same height wiU have parity vectors for the non-overlapping parts of their 
trajectories ending in si and sl. 
Finally, longer runs of consecutive integers of the same height are just overlap- 
ping pairs. Because of the ubiquity of such pairs, we expect arbitrarily long runs to 
exist. 
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